show of life by trickery from the box office. All the same, he was
too ignorant to conceive that any work of art could do without
such trickery: they all seemed to him elaborate make-believes to
enable us to escape from reality; so that the humbug of the box
office and the comedy of the stage were not only housemates but
children of one father, the Father of Lies. That dramatic art was a
discovery of reality under the insane chaos of daily phenomena,
an attempt to make mere experience intelligible, was quite beyond
him. He would not have known what Bridges was talking about,
had Bridges possessed brains enough to lay such a proposition be-
fore him.
What finally overcame his false shame was probably tiie hun-
dred thousand pounds, and an offer by Bridges to try their effect
on Dabernoon. It then began to leak out that in spite of the ex-
travagant expenditure of the theatrical adventurers, even their
money was in many cases a delusion, like everything else they
professed to supply, Denbigh boasted that his last principal but
one had started with £250 (raised on a bill of sale on furniture
that did not belong to him), and, by persuading an actress and an
actor that a certain play he had was the chance of their lives, and
persuading the author of that play that its production would place
the British Empire and the United States at his feet, he had ex-
tracted enough from them to raise his three figures to the verge
of four. Denbigh was proud to say that with this trifle to start
with, he had created such an air of success within a week that he
had been able to "rope in fresh backers" and exploit the supposed
London success in the provinces and in the American and Col-
onial market with sufficient results to keep the management on
foot with radiant glory for a whole season. What was bitter to
him now was that when at last the chance of his own life had come
in the person of the long dreamed of backer who was no needy
and desperate gambler, no rich amateur playwright with his desk
full of impossible plays, no would-be Hamlet nor pretty stage-
struck lady with an opulent protector, no callow novice with a
huge patrimony slipping through his fingers so fast that duping
and pillaging him was a meaner occupation than pocket picking,
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